
EPONYMOUS/

We waxed them hard with cobras
Disinfecting circuses
In our underwoods of Ajax

A semi-automatic for the people
Capitalist corsairs drunk
On glory & gummy bears

The poetics of porcelain
A superior crane
Liquid litotes:

Frozen in the JCautopose.
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POEM

Zipper is coming on the right Zevon!
the cool-graced Millay

is pushed off the enormous Bach by hard Rosenblatt
and everything is tossing, hurrying on up

this Hobbes
has everything but politesse, a Captain Crunch Sid Vicious says
and five different Burgess I see

look like reptile cages
with her blonde O’Keefe tossing too,

as she looked when I pushed
her little Rilke on the Campion on the Mitchell it was also windy

last DiManno we went to a Faldo and came out,
quail is greater

than armchair, silicon said, that’s what I think, blueberry Beckett
and zipper was probably being carped at

in Javex, no politesse
silicon tells me about his Shaw’s trip to Kodak

bottle tells us
about his Franco’s life in Aspirin, it sounds like jack knife’s
painting Aspirin

so I go Purdy to Pollock and Jones drift through my Plato
plane ticket, pool table and cuttlefish, all
unknown Richards of the early Frye as I go to Stein



where does the McLuhan of the Crumb go
when Draino takes Q-Tip

and turns it into ozone Artaud
Gates of Edison
so I get back up

make McCartney, and read tea leaves, his Eco, so dark
Q-Tip seems blinding and my Marx is blowing up the Skinner

I wish it would blow off
though it is cold and somewhat warms my Bush

as the Hugo bears zipper on to Big Mac
and the Edison seems to be eternal
and Augustine seems to be inexorable
I am foolish enough always to find it in O’Hara
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MM’s

to out bs ba
hr now plays hk
it’s mk all the way
lb describes what sc sees

resting at smc’s & kmc’s
the sudden urge to be at sd’s
cz the way I feel tn
the need to rm this ev
why rp absolutely ases
mst btf woman
tng like lgt
want to cr with dl

amz sgt
inc ngt
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HYDRA

Listen for odd noises

Note any operator concerns
Listen for odd noises

Check for cleanliness
Note any operator concerns

Check pvc former
Listen for odd noises

Ensure all guards are in place
Check for cleanliness

Report any safety concerns
Note any operator concerns

Check sensors
Check pvc former

Check all fans are operating
Listen for odd noises

Inspect delivery chute
Ensure all guards are in place

Check heat box
Check for cleanliness

Check warp bar push rod nylon knuckle
Report any safety concerns
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Check lamps of master & slave are ‘on’
Note any operator concerns

Check belts & chains
Check sensors

Check clamps for tightness
Check pvc former

Check nuts & clasps are secure
Check all fans are operating

Check bag seal
Listen for odd noises

Clean nozzle area
Inspect delivery chute
Clean head assembly

Ensure all guards are in place
Clean & grease eccentrics

Check heat box
Apply grease to all nipples, then wipe off excess grease

Check for cleanliness
Grease nip drive rollers

Check warp bar push rod nylon knuckle
Grease post bearings

Report any safety concerns
Grease pillow blocks

Check lamps of master & slave are ‘on’
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Check hardened brushings & lubricate
Note any operator concerns

Drop of oil on chain
Check belts & chains

Check impeller is properly mounted on the shaft
Check sensors

Check screw weakness, then drive home
Check clamps for tightness
Check tightness of screw

Check pvc former
Check & record clamp pressure
Check nuts & clasps are secure
Check & record pump pressure
Check all fans are operating
Check & record ram pressure

Check bag seal
Check & record screw pressure

Listen for odd noises

All sensors working?

Disconnect, disassemble, check, sanitize, & reassemble piston & cylinder
Dismount horn & clean

Replace filter & diaphragm if necessary
Craft packing stripper & rewind

Listen for odd noises
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STOP & GO TO SLOW

The world wakes as one
Boxed by boors
Belt’s bothersome
Bottles bang in the boot

A sinister semaphore
To get to the ’Shore
Past Futurism of ’67
Antediluvian architecture

Megalomania of Mayor Metro
Lucky ’til Lawrence
Destination undesired
As sanguinary as Seneca
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*****

How about Hector
Ing as transitive
From S&G to S
One’s Gehenna, one’s own

Not the idle hour
Faulty faculty
Drive like Dukes
Vanity veritas

Puma on port
Playing Pac-Man
Paxil in passim
Cut-offs to conclusion
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/EPONYMOUS

And bleed Canada Dry
Else Federalism
Grids gripes grades

A tropos & topos
With space for typos

The Scene
Is synecdoche of State

Neonatal Naturalism
Nth meaning:
Nation.
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